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NOMENCLATURE  

A area of cylinder cross section 
 As,  Ah radiation-wave amplitude ratios in  swaying and 

                   heaving oscillations 
a

i,amplitude of forced oscillation in i-mode  i,  (i=1,2,3) 

a wave amplitude 
w -

B=2b waterline beam 

ab,c(n) - in)body boundary condition,  eq.(1.20)  01)au d 
,f 
 C(t)=Co-AC(t) wetted body contour at time t 

Co wetted body contour in a position of equilibrium 
 Ac(t) wetted surface change at time t 

      U0 
Df=-0F1 drifting force in sway,  eq.(1.56) 

 (1) 
 Fijfirst-order force of j-mode caused by i-mode 

 (2) oscillation, eq.(2.26) 
 F.(k=0,2) second-order force of j-mode caused by i-mode k 

                    oscillation, k denotes frequency parameter, eq.(3.3) 

 2F(.;a)(i), (i=1,5) each component of second order force,  eq.(1.46) 
  (2) 

2F. (i), (i=m,b,f) each force due to  second-order potential, eq.(2.40) 
 (1) (2) (1) (2) f.j' 0f.'2 F .andkf.(i) non-dimensional expressionforF. ljjessonor 

j '  eqs-(3.5),(3.7) 
GM  metacentric height 
g acceleration of gravity 

                    Kochin function of j-mode, eq.(2.3) 

 2h(2)                     second-order body boundary condition due to motions 
 (2)of bi-harmonics, eq.(2.29) h

ij  second-order body boundary condition due to quadra-
     (2)tic terms of first order motions, eq.(2.29)  1

:01=0F3 steady heeling moment,  eq.(1.56) 

I o=M rG mass moment of inertia with respect to o,  eq.(1.48) 

 Iw moment of inertia of the waterline ,  eq.(1.46) 
K wave number 
k spring constant of a mooring coil, eq.(1.55) 
M mass of a body per unit length 

 m
s'  mh added-mass coefficients in swaying and heaving 

                   oscillations 
 m..added-mass coefficient in j-mode oscillation 

                    caused by i-mode oscillation 
n unit normal vector , positive into the fluid 
OM height of metacenter from coordinate origin 
o-xy inertial right-handed Cartesian coordinate system -5-ay body fixed right-handed Cartesian coordinate system



p(1)                     first-order hydrodynamic pressure,  eqs.(1.33),(1.34) 

kP(2)                      second-order pressure of frequency parameter k
, eqs. 

 (1.35),(1.36) 
Q(x) second-order inhomogeneous condition on the free 

                    surface,  eq.(1.32) 
q(x) normalized expression for Q(x), eq.(2.29) 

 rI(t) relative wave elevation at time t ,  eq.(1.44) rG radius of gyration 
    ( Sf=0F22)sinkage force ,  eq.(1.56) 

nnormal velocity on body surface,  eq.(1.8) 

  3 X. body motion of j-mode of order n ,  eq.(1.15) 

x',y' tangential derivative on body ,  eq.(1.19)  (
xG,yG) center of gravity of the body 

(xB'YB) center of buoyancy of the body 
                    perturbation parameter 

p fluid density or radius of curvature of body contour 
 eq.(1.21) 

w circular frequency of incident wave and first-order 
                     motions 

                   wave length,  eq.(1.31) 

 (n) fl free surface elevation of order n,  eq.(1.12) 

n(n)                     free surface elevation of incident wave, eq.(1.30) 

Sid,(5(nphase lag between force and incident wave, 

 j 

 eqs.(3.3),(3.6) 
aj phase lag between motion and incident wave , 

                  eq.(3.8) 
 ( (1)n) velocity potential of order n ,  eq.(1.11) 

 (1)  (1) Cf.  ,(I). first order complex potential of j-mode,  eqs.(2.14) ,  (
2.15) 

1,y(2),(k=ra,b,f) second-order potential split into each component, 
 eq.(2.28) 
    (/)

s source potential placed at the coordinate origin  eqs.(2.2),(2.18) 
 CID,(i5D doublet potential placed at the coordinate origin 

 eqs.(2.2),(2.21) 
 cfN  (I)N wave free potential,  eq.(2.4) 

Pj radiation potential of unit velocity of j-mode 
                  oscillation,  eqs.(2.42),(2.43)
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Table 2.1 Added-mass coefficient and  radiation-wave amplitude ratio of 

           a swaying circular cylinder as a function of number of elements 

           on body and free-surface 

                      Sway  (Kb=1.0,  2r=9.0)

 ms

 (err.%)

As

 (err.%)
 Ursell-Tasai .38180

(0.0 )

1.0834

 (o.o )

Green Function .38190

(0.03)

 1.0830

 (0.04)
Present Theory M-1  M-2 M-1 M-2  CPU(sec)

NC*NF=10*20  .40745

(6.72)

 .42498

(11.31)

 1.0842

(0.07)

 1.0943

(1.01)

1.369

10*30  .40765

 (6.77)

 .42277

(10.73)

 1.0842

(0.07)

1.0939

(0.97)

2.612

 3.0*40  .40762

(6.76)

 .42167

 (10.44)

1.0843

(0.08)

 1.0937

(0.95)

 4.427

15*20 .39838

 (4.34)

.41116

(7.69)

1.0848

(0.13)

1.0917

(0.77)

1.892

15*30 .39834

(4.33)

.40883

(7.08)

 1.0848

(0.13)

1.0914

(0.74)

3.548

15*40 .39822

 (4.30)

.40774

(6.79)

1.0849

 (0.14)

 1.0913

(0.73)

5.750

 20*20 .39419

(3.25)

 .40480

(6.02)

1.0848

(0.13)

 1.0901

(0.62)

2.585

 20*30 .39405

(3.21)

.40239

(5.39)

1.0848

(0.13)

 1.0898

(0.59)

4.500

 20*40 .39387

(3.16)

.40126

(5.10)

1.0848

(0.13)

1.0897

 (0.58)

7.351

Note) CPU time containes all the first-order problems of Sway,  Heave, 

 Roll and Diffraction by HITAC M-200H.



Table 2.2 Added-mass coefficient and radiation-wave amplitude ratio of 

           a heaving circular cylinder as a function of number of elements 

           on body and free-surface 

                      Heave  (Kb=1.0,  Rr=9.0)

 mh

 (err.%)

Ah

(err.%)

 Ursell-Tasai  .60498

(0.0 )

.78904

(0.0 )

Green Function .60499

(.002)

.78935

(.039)

Present Theory M-1 M-2 M-1 M-2  CPU(sec)

NC*NF=10*20 .59696

(1.33)

.60667

 (0.28)

.79228

(0.41)

.81205

(2.92)

1.369

10*30 .59840

(1.09)

.60543

(0.07)

.79400

(0.63)

.80863

(2.48)

2.612

 10*40 .59912

(0.97)

.60498

 (0.0o)

.79488

(0.74)

.80716

(2.30)

4.427

15*20  .59630

(1.43)

 .60298

(0.33)

.79565

 (0.84)

.80945

(2.59)

1.892

15*30 .59786

(1.18)

.60175

(0.53)

.79766

(1.09)

.80590

(2.14)

3.548

15*40 .59866

 (1.04)

.60132

(0.60)

.79869

(1.22)

.80435

(1.94)

5.750

20*20 .59582

(1.51)

 .60119

(0.63)

.79740

(1.06)

.80831

(2.44)

2.585

20*30  .59743

(1.25)

.59996

(0.83)

 .79954

 (1.33)

.80470

(1.98)

4.500

 204640 .59827

(1.11)

.59953

(0.90)

.80063

(1.47)

.80312

(1.78)

7.351

Note) CPU  time containes all the first-order problems of  Sway,  Heave, 

     Roll  and Diffraction by HITAC  M-200H.



Table 2.3 Added-mass coefficient and radiation-wave amplitude ratio of 

           a swaying circular cylinder as a function of position where 

          radiation condition is imposed 

 Sway  (Kb=1.0,  NC*NF=20*40)

ms

(err.%)

As

(err.%)

Ursell-Tasai .38180

(0.0 )

 1.0834

(0.0 )
Green Function .38190

(0.03)

 1.0830

(0.04)
Present Theory  lar/ir M-1 M-2 M-1 M-2

 2r = 3.0 .955 .39468

 (3.37)

.39911

 (1.53)

1.0855

(0.19)

 1.0906

(0.66)

 1± = 5.0 1.592  .44436

(16.4)

.39937

 (4.6o)

1.0888

(0.50)

1.0893

(0.54)

 2r = 7.0 2.228 .40271

(5.48)

 .40068

 (4.94)

1.0851

(0.16)

 1.0895

(0.56)

 Xr = 9.0  2.864 .39387

(3.16)

.40126

(5.10)

 1.0848

(0.13)

 1.0897

(0.58)

 1r =11.0 3.501 .41726

(9.29)

.40204

(5.36)

 1.0847

(0.12)

 1.0897

(0.58)



Table  2.4 Added-mass coefficient and radiation-wave amplitude ratio of 

          a heaving circular cylinder as a function of position where 

          radiation condition is imposed 

                      Heave  (Kb=1.0,  NC*NF=20*40)

mh

(err.%)

Ah

 (err.%)

 Ursell-Tasai .60498

 (0.0 )

.78904

 (0.0 )

Green Function  (NC=30) .60499

(.002)

.78935

(.039)

Present Theory  K:Crirr M-1 M-2 M-1 M-2

Xr = 3.0 .955 .50894

(15.9)

.53629

 (11.4)

1.3115

(66.2)

 .83427

(5.73)

Xr = 5.0 1.592 .61138

(1.06)

.60805

(0.51)

.76881

(2.56)

.76780

(2.69)
=  7.o 2.228 .58381

(3.50)

.62433

(3.20)

.84574

(7.19)

 .80568

(2.11)

Xr =  9.0 2.864 .59827

(1.11)

.59953

 (0.90)

 .80063

(1.47)

.80312

(1.78)

 1r  =11.0 3.501 .60198

(0.50)

.60778

 (0.46)

.78868

(0.05)

.78818

(0.11)



Table 2.5 First- and second-order hydrodynamic forces of a circular 
           cylinder at  Kb=1.2  (cf. Figs. 2.25-2.27) 

          Sway (Circular cylinder ;  Kb=1.2)  

                   EF(2)             712 12  ...1 E of '21                           1 +tERe(2f(121 ei2wt) 
                2pgbX1') - 4 

   where 

      t04'1 = 0.60078          2fH = -2.694  + 1.1498  i 

          Heave (Circular cylinder ;  Kb=1.2) 
                  F'" i-CF(2)            T

22 =--ITi                 pgbX 

             Re[{HG,iA2,iwt 1 (0 1 (2) i2wt,                = ReLt--Kba+mh)-1-55T}e +760,f22 +TE2f22ej 

                          o 

  where 

       f mh = 0.62603 ,  T = 0.83257 

                2 

             01-,,22 = 0.53751 

 2--C22 = 0.78052 + 1.4104  i 

          Diffraction (Circular  cylinder ;  Kb=1.2)  

           —T1= -(cos wt +—Kb                               E cos 2wt) 
  a2           W(1)(2)            °

±7. _ F+EF   = Re(fspeiwt +.1.ef(2)+sf(2)ei2wt) 
 j pgba..._ j 2°j2j

where

horizontal vertical

 fol
 J
 of(2)

f(2)
J.21i

 -0.1341 - 1.0001 i

-0.99013

 .89354 - .14799 i

-0.16680 - 0.67384 i

 0.37400

 -1.2482 + .55108 i

(Peak to peak value)/(Linear theory) (Peak

Heave Diffraction

wave  I horiz.F vert.F

.0

.2

.4

.6

1.0

1.0471

1.1543

 1.2868

1.0

1.0

1.0

 1.0336

1.0

1.0013

 1.0511

 1.1767

1.0

 1.0652

 1.3818

 1.7490



Table 3.1 Principal dimensions of models

Item  S-1 S-2 S-3  S-'  S-5

Section  hemi  -

circle

Lewis

form

Lewis

form

triang.

& R.B.

Lewis form

Half-beam/Draft 1.0 1.0 1.083 1.083 1.25

Sectional

area coef.

 .785 1.0

(.96)

.537 .537 .95

Length  (m) .6

(.3)

.6

(.3)

.6

(.3)

.6

(.3)

.6

Breadth  (m) .216 .19

(.2)

.216  .216 .2

Draft  (m) .108 .095

(.1)

.1 .1 .08

 Displacemt.(Kg) 10.99

 (5.45)

10.83

(5.76)

6.98

 (3.49)

6.98

 (3.49)

9.12

 C-1 C-2

Center of gravity :  00.110 .031 .183

Metacenter height :  GM/b  .080 .232

Radius of gyration:  rr/b 1.18 .781

Heaving resonance : K2b .75 .75

Rolling resonance : K3b .056  .31+0

Note) Figures in parenthesis mean dimensions of the model used in the 

      radiation problem.
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